
Inclusive

Accessible meetings help build 

relationships, strengthen teams, 

and sustain company culture and 

values. Surface Hub 2S can bring 

people together and develop 

natural, human connections in 

virtual and physical spaces that 

are both functional and flexible.

Highly secure

Whether in the enterprise or in the 

small office, Surface Hub 2S features 

the Windows 10 security features you 

expect that begin the moment you 

turn on your device. And in larger 

organizations, Intune can maintain 

highly secure, centralized operation 

and control of every deployed Surface 

Hub 2S.

Flexible

From small-group brainstorms to 

big-team meetings, easily configure 

the perfect meeting space with a 

persistent, collaborative digital 

canvas you can share across devices. 

For a personal desktop experience, 

configure your Surface Hub 2S with 

Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise. Learn 

about Windows OS options on 

Surface Hub 2S here.

A new hybrid working model is emerging where some employees will 

continue to work remotely, some in the office, and some will need to 

adjust to a mix of the two. Surface Hub 2S transcends physical 

boundaries, bringing teams together and dissolving boundaries 

between in-office and remote workers.

“Cooperation will become 

even more important in 

the future. I see great 

opportunities with Surface 

Hub 2S. Communication 

becomes both easier and 

more fun.”

Surface Hub 2S is a fully 

interoperable Windows 10 device 

designed to empower teams to 

collaborate whenever and 

wherever inspiration strikes. 

Participants feel more engaged as 

meetings come to life with 4K 

camera resolution, far-field mics, 

crystal-clear speakers, and best-

in-class graphics performance.

In Sweden, Burlöv Municipality’s  

Surface Hub 2S deployment has 

transformed meetings. Now 

everyone feels like they have a 

seat at the table, teams are 

brought together, and 

innovative, seamless 

collaboration encourages 

creativity and productivity.

The foundation of a modern hybrid work 
environment

Charlotte Tapper,

IT Strategist and Manager,

Burlöv Municipality

Built for team 

collaboration 

anywhere they work
Surface Hub 2S offers innovative technology 

for bringing remote teams together, with all-

in-one digital whiteboarding, a meetings 

platform, and collaborative computing.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface-hub/surface-hub-2s-migrate-os


Surface Pro

Collaborate better 

together from anywhere

NCC

NCC is a leading Swedish construction company that 

was looking to build a new, more modern workplace 

designed from the ground up to support teamwork. 

NCC chose Surface Hub 2S devices as its collaboration 

tool and Microsoft 365 as the platform.

“We searched for tools that allow us to be 

efficient and to reach the feeling of teamwork 

on-premises as well as digitally. One great 

thing about Surface Hub is that it really 

makes our meetings more inclusive.”

Catharina Jogården,

Business Transformation Manager,

NCC

A reimagined learning

environment

Abu Dhabi Department of Culture

and Tourism

The Abu Dhabi Department of Culture and Tourism 

deployed 50 Surface Hub 2S devices to help improve 

collaboration and spark staff creativity. The new 

technology also makes it easy for users to capture their 

brainstorm sessions, making team meetings more 

efficient and productive.

“Microsoft technologies have changed the way 

we work, think, and collaborate. I don’t think 

people will ever want to go back. We’ve 

removed the compromise from collaboration.”

Peter Jamieson,

CTO & Director of Digital Transformation,

Abu Dhabi Department of Culture and Tourism

A flexible response

to challenging times

Morsani College of Medicine, University of 

South Florida

The new College of Medicine facility in downtown 

Tampa partnered with Microsoft and Steelcase to 

create the first Microsoft School of Innovation, 

complete with 35 Surface Hub 2S devices and modular 

learning environments connecting students and 

professors across campus.

“We pulled the technology into the room and 

used Surface Hub 2S to really build a 

platform that could move throughout the 

building.”

Jason Hair, 

Senior Director of Infrastructure and Operations, 

Morsani College of Medicine, University of South Florida

NHS CNTW Foundation Trust

One of England’s largest mental health and disability trusts, 

Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation 

Trust installed Surface Hub 2S as all-in-one digital 

whiteboards in a number of locations and hospital wards, 

helping teams keep in contact with frontline services.

“The main impact of collaboration between Teams 

and Surface Hub during COVID-19 is just the 

ability for staff to carry on working—providing 

amazing care to the patients at the standard they 

are used to.”

Revell Cornell,

Infrastructure Manager, Cumbria, Northumberland,

Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust

No-compromise creativity 

and productivity

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/850323-ncc-construction-surface-en-us
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/832844-adda-dct-government-surface-en-us
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/848896-usf-medical-school-higher-education-surface-en-united-states
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/833054-cntw

